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The purpose of this study was to investigate the moment about the center of mass (CM) 
acting on the golfer-club system during the downswing phase in women’s driver shots. 
Fourteen female golfers volunteered as subjects. The maximum clubhead speed, angular 
momentum ot the thorax and moment about the CM were calculated. There was a strong 
significant correlation between the frontal-plane moment about the CM and the maximum 
clubhead speed (p<0.01). At the same time, there was a significant correlation between 
the frontal-plane moment about the CM and angular momentum of the thorax about the 
Z-axis (p<0.05). In conclusion, in order to get higher clubhead speed it is important to 
generate the larger frontal-plane moment about the CM and to transfer the momentum 
generated from the body to the clubhead. 
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INTRODUCTION: The golf swing is a dynamic and complex total body motion that requires 
the golf players to hit a ball accurately over a variety of distances. Some previous studies 
determined that the whole-body rotation was associated with the ground reaction force 
(GRF) during the golf swing (Williams, 2004; McNitty-Gray et al. 2013; Peterson et al. 2016). 
The centre of pressure motion (weight shift) during the golf swing has strong correlations with 
the production of clubhead speed (Ball et al., 2001; Wallace, Graham & Bleakley, 1990). The 
clubhead speed at impact is the principal factor that determines the distance that a golf ball 
will travel. The importance of shot distance increases as the level of competitiveness 
increases (Hellstrom, 2009). Therefore, it is important to understand how to accelerate the 
golf club. The GRF and the ground reaction moment acting on the body during the swing are 
the sole sources of angular momentum for the golfer-club system. Thus the quality of the 
foot-ground interaction (i.e. magnitude, direction, and point of action of the GRF) is a key 
factor for a biomechanically good golf swing. However, there is no knowledge about the 
relationship between moment about the CM and clubhead speed in the golf swing. The 
purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between the moment about the CM 
and maximum speed of the clubhead during the downswing phase in women’s driver shots. 
 
METHODS: Six female professional and eight female amateur golfers volunteered as 
subjects (age = 27.8 ± 15.1 yrs, height = 1.62 ± 0.05 m, mass = 59.6 ± 7.6 kg). In this study, 
four of the professional golfers were golf instructors and the amateur golfers, aged from 12 to 
24 years old were aiming to become professional golfers. Written informed consent was 
obtained from the golfers. A 10-camera (250 Hz) VICON system was used in an indoor 
motion analysis facility to capture 3D trajectories of 57 reflective markers attached to each 
golfer’s body and the driver (Fig. 1). The 3D coordinates were expressed in an orthogonal 
reference frame in which the X-axis pointed to the right, the Y-axis forward, and the Z-axis 
upward (Fig. 2). For testing sessions, each golfer instructed to hit optimally (for distance and 
accuracy) as they normally would on the golf course and then performed 5 shots into a target 
net 5 m away. The fastest of the 5 shots of each participant was analyzed. The speed of the 
clubhead was calculated from displacement of the marker on the clubhead. The sagittal- and 
frontal-plane moment about the CM was calculated by the cross-product of the CM’s position 
vector (from center of pressure to the CM) and the GRF vector. The transverse-plane 
moment about the CM also was calculated with the sum of GRF moment about the CM and 
free moment of each foot (Holden & Cavanagh, 1991). The Cardan angles of thorax was 
calculated. The angle of the segment was filtered using a Butterworth filter with a cut off 
frequency of 10 Hz (Winter, 1990). Then angular velocity and angular momentum of thorax 
about the Y- and Z-axis were calculated. The CM and moment of inertia of body segments 
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were estimated from the data of Ae (Ae, Tang, & Yokoi, 1992). The normality of the data was 
performed by Shapiro-Wilk test. Then the correlation of the data was investigated. 

 
Figure 1: Experimental set-up.                Figure 2: Coordinate system of the pelvis and 

thorax segments. 

 
RESULTS: The normality of the maximum clubhead speed, angular momentum of the thorax 
about the X-, Y- and Z-axes, the sagittal-, frontal-, and transverse-plane moment about the 
CM were confirmed. The mean and standard deviation of all subject’s maximum clubhead 
speed was 38.4 ± 1.9 m/s just before impact. An example of the stacking GRF vector of 
frontal-plane and transverse-plane during the downswing phase in women’s driver shot is 
shown in figure 3. 

Figure 3: Example of the stacking GRF vector of frontal-plane (left) and transverse-plane (right) 
during the downswing phase (  : force vector,    : center of mass). 

 
The maximum sagittal-, frontal- and transverse-plane moment about the CM were 51.7 ± 
18.8  N•m, 78.3 ± 17.9 N•m and 82.7 ± 20.1 N•m, respectively. The relationship between the 
maximum sagittal-, frontal- and transverse-plane moment about the CM and the maximum 
speed of the clubhead during the downswing phase is shown in figure 4.  
There was a strong positive linear relationship between the frontal-plane moment about the 
CM and the maximum clubhead speed (p<0.01). However, there was no significant 
correlation between maximum sagittal- and transverse-plane moment about the CM and the 
maximum speed of the clubhead during the downswing phase. 
The relationship between the maximum frontal-plane moment about the CM and the 
maximum angular momentum of the thorax about the Y- and Z-axis is shown in figure 5. 
There was a moderate positive linear relationship between maximum frontal-plane moment 
about the CM and the maximum angular momentum of the thorax about the Z-axis (p<0.05). 
A 3D scatter diagram and 95% confidence ellipsoid for clubhead speed is shown in 
figure 6. 
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Figure 4: Relationship between the maximum sagittal- (left), frontal- (center) and transverse-
plane (right) moment about the CM and the maximum speed of the clubhead. 

 

Figure 5: Relationship between the maximum frontal-plane moment about the CM and the 
maximum angular momentum of the thorax about the Y- (left) and Z-axis (right). 
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Figure 6: 3D scatter diagram of the maximum frontal-plane moment about the CM, the 

maximum angular momentum about the Z-axis and the maximum clubhead speed. 
  : 95% confidence ellipsoid for clubhead speed. 

 
DISCUSSION: One main goal in a golf swing is to develop a large clubhead speed through 
angular motions of the body while maintaining control. The GRF and the ground reaction 
moment acting on the body during the swing are the sole sources of angular momentum for 
the golfer-club system. The quality of the foot-ground interaction is a key factor for a 
biomechanically good golf swing. There was a strong positive linear relationship between the 
frontal-plane moment about the CM and the maximum clubhead speed (p<0.01). However, 
there was no significant correlation between the maximum sagittal-plane moment and 
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transverse-plane moment about the CM and the maximum clubhead speed during the 
downswing phase. These results are different from a previous study (Han et al., 2014). Han 
et al. (2014) described the peak frontal-plane GRF moment and peak transverse-plane 
coupling moment showing significant correlations with peak clubhead speed. This difference 
was considered to be affected by the difference between sexes. Okamoto (2018) reported 
significant relation of angular momentum of the thorax about the Z-axis and the maximum 
clubhead speed. Therefore, the relationship between the moment about the CM and angular 
momentum of the thorax about the Z-axis was investigated. Then a moderate positive linear 
relationship was observed between the maximum frontal-plane moment about the CM and 
angular momentum of the thorax about the Z-axis (p<0.05). In this study, the frontal-plane 
moment about the CM was calculated regarding the global coordinate system. On the other 
hand, angular momentum of the thorax about the Z-axis was calculated regarding the local 
coordinate system on the thorax segment. Therefore, because of the forward tilting of the 
body from the hip joint, the frontal-plane moment about the CM contributed to increasing the 
angular momentum of the thorax about the Z-axis. From the 3D scatter diagram (figure 6), it 
was suggested that the frontal-plane moment about the CM contributed to the angular 
momentum of the thorax about the Z-axis, and then large amount of the momentum was 
transfer to the clubhead. Therefore, it is important to generate the large frontal-plane moment 
about the CM to get a longer distance of driver shot in a golf swing. 
 
CONCLUSION: This study analyzed the relationship between the moment about the CM and 
the maximum speed of the clubhead during the downswing phase in women’s driver shots. 
The maximum frontal-plane moment about the CM was 78.3 ± 17.9 N•m. This maximum 
frontal-plane moment about the CM contributed to increasing the angular momentum of the 
thorax about the Z-axis, then this momentum transfers to the clubhead to get higher 
clubhead speed. These results suggest that generating the large frontal-plane moment about 
the CM was important to get a longer distance of the driver shot in a golf swing. 
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